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MX Series Compact, 
Concealable Subwoofer

* Quest Engineering reserves the right to make changes in specifications, or products without prior notice. 
** The figures shown above are ‘real world’, usable specifications and are conservative as a result. Quest Engineering does not believe in portraying misleading or exaggerated specifications.

Max SPL *calculated 106 dB SPL 118 dB SPL

Sensitivity 88 dB 96 dB

Frequency Response 44Hz – 90Hz -9dB 44Hz – 90Hz -9dB

Impedance 8

Power Handling RMS:100W RMS: 300W

Driver

Cabinet Construction Polyurea Coated Plywood

Connections Captive Screw Terminal Plug (In/Thru)

Colour
Dimensions *L x W x H 361 x 361 x 169mm 500 x 470 x 256mm

Net Weight 6.0 kg 15.1 kg

Shipping Weight 7.1 kg 15.5 kg

Extended range bass, and easy to conceal. The MX S coupled with MX 
or MX C loudspeakers provides a complete, full-range audio solution. 
One which architects and venue designers have long been waiting for.

The MX S is a suitable low/mid sound pressure level subwoofer for 
use in permanent installation environments. It is ideal as a bass 
extension to a distributed background music system, or as a multi-unit 
system in a bar or music venue.

This unique band-pass subwoofer is specifically tuned for music 
playback in small venues. The MX S delivers high output and efficiency 
with tuning and performance that are extremely impressive for its size.

An outward facing driver is located under the cabinet to acoustically 
pressure load the unit onto a floor/wall, or ceiling installation surface; 
creating an 'acoustic chamber' effect. This extends the workable 
frequency range of the subwoofer, and gives a flatter and more natural 
response.

An ultra-durable and scratch resistant Polyurea coating is applied to 
a plywood cabinet. Giving the MX S superior protection in high humidity 
and commercial environments.

Integrating discrete full range sound is a challenge for architects and 
venue designers. Everything about the design and functionality of the 
MX S marries high performance, clean audio reproduction with varying 
architectural designs. Whether a new venue, or an existing one, the MX S 
is easily integrated, especially where space is a consideration.

Available as standard in black and white, the MX S offers integrators an 
easy to install subwoofer delivering high-performance and a clean, 
modern aesthetic.

Black (MX6SB) or White (MX6SW)

1W @ 1m (60Hz)

6” 38mm Voice Coil, 
Diecast Frame Woofer

10” 50mm Voice Coil Dual Spider 
Dual Magnet Woofer

MX6SB / MX6SW MX10SB / MX10SW

Black (MX10SB) or White (MX10SW)


